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Abstrat

This paper desribes a man-in-the-middle attak against the Cha�ng&Winnowing

method, and possible ountermeasures.

1 Introdution

If you haven�t read the original paper about Cha�ng and Winnowing yet, I

suggest that you do it now.

In this paper, I de�ne a pakage as the triple onsisting of the Serial number,

the Message and the MAC.

Let�s design a implementation of the Cha�ng and Winnowing system. We

assume to use it as a realtime ommuniation link between two hosts over the

Internet. For example, Alie wants to transmit the data from the original paper

to Bob:

Hi Bob Meet me at 7PM Love-Alie

I added the last pakage to have more pakages with the same serial

number:

Pakage Grain Serial Message MAC

1 1 Hi Larry 523105

2 * 1 Hi Bob 465231

3 * 2 Meet me at 782290

4 2 I'll all you at 793122

5 3 6PM 891231

6 * 3 7PM 344287

7 4 Yours-Susan 553419

8 * 4 Love-Alie 312265

9 4 Love-Philipp 823949

This would lead to the idea to implement the deoding for the reeiver the

following way:
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1. Read an inoming pakage .

2. Calulate the MAC, if it is ok, then add the message to the plaintext.

3. Do the upper loop with the next pakage, until all pakages were proessed.

2 Problem

But there is a problem. What shall Bob do, if he does not reeive enough

pakages to restore the whole message? What if pakages get lost? What if

there is no pakage for a serial number, whih is reognized as grain? If only

one of the pakages 2,3,6 or 8 get lost, the message will be inomplete. This

ould happen by errors on the ommuniation link. So we reate a new design:

1. Read an inoming pakage.

2. Calulate the MAC, if it is ok, then add the message to the plaintext.

3. Do the upper loop with the next pakage, until all pakages were proessed.

4. Are there serial numbers left? Rerequest all missing serial numbers, where

no orret pakage was found.

3 Attak

Now let�s assume that there is Mallory (the man in the middle), who reeives

the message from Alie, and forwards only the following sequene (he only sends

the �rst pakage of every serial number) to Bob:

1 1 Hi Larry 523105

3 2 Meet me at 782290

5 3 6PM 891231

7 4 Yours-Susan 553419

Then Mallory waits, whih serial numbers are rerequested. Bob will be

able to identify pakage 3 as authenti, so he rerequests the serial numbers 1,

3 and 4. Mallory athes the rerequests, and gains the knowledge, that the

serial numbers, whih were not rerequested are authenti. In this ase only the

number 2 was not rerequested, so pakage 3 has to be orret.

Now there are 2 possibilities: With the serial number 1 and 3, Mallory an

assume that the pakages left (2 and 6) are grain. But that isn�t neessarily

the ase. They ould be wrong as well. Think a moment about the ase when

there are two mallory�s, who withhold the information eah other. Then the

remaining pakages do not neessarily need to be authenti. Let�s assume that

Mallory believes that they are authenti. So Mallory deides to send the next

pakage from the serial number, where he doesn�t know the answer yet:
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8 4 Love-Alie 312265

Bob �aknowledges� this paket by rerequesting serial numbers 1 and 3, whih

tells Mallory that the pakage 8 is orret. So Mallory knows the following:

Pakages 3 and 8 are authenti; Pakages 2 and 6 an be guessed to be authenti.

Mallory an terminate the onnetion to Bob now! But look at the knowledge

of Bob: Bob has aknowledged the Pakages 3 and 8. Bob has no authentiated

information about the serial numbers 1 and 3!

4 Thinking

Mallory uses the following method: "If I an not distinguish between wheat and

ha�, I have to "ask" the one, who an"

Bob spreads the information that he did not reeive a valid pakage for a

serial number.

So, the problem is the following: Mallory gains knowledge by the withhold-

ing of information. Rivest had the idea that it is an advantage that Mallory

an insert new pakages without disturbing the ommuniation. But the prob-

lem is that the feature always/often (?) leads to the possibility to withhold

information. And that is a weakness of the onept.

So we should �nd a solution, whih makes the withholding of information

nearly impossible.

5 Countermeasure

My idea is to reuse the MAC over all the pakages, after the pakages have been

built:

Pakage Serial Message MAC

1 1 Hi Larry 523105

2 1 Hi Bob 465231

3 2 Meet me at 782290

4 2 I'll all you at 793122

5 3 6PM 891231

6 3 7PM 344287

7 4 Yours-Susan 553419

8 4 Love-Alie 312265

9 4 Love-Philipp 823949

MAC 682343

The last MAC has to be alulated from the seret and all the pakages

together. Let�s have a look at the new algorithm:

1. Read all the pakages and the MAC.

2. Calulate the MAC over all pakages.
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3. If the MAC is not orret, then Rerequest all pakages, start again, until

the MAC is orret.

4. For eah pakage:

5. Calulate the MAC, if it is ok, then add the message to the plaintext.

Another method ould be to reate a MAC for every serial number. This ould

be more e�ient for huge amounts of data (You do not need all pakages in

memory to reate the MAC):

Pakage Serial Message MAC

1 1 Hi Larry 523105

2 1 Hi Bob 465231

MAC 345725

3 2 Meet me at 782290

4 2 I'll all you at 793122

MAC 434634

5 3 6PM 891231

6 3 7PM 344287

MAC 825236

7 4 Yours-Susan 553419

8 4 Love-Alie 312265

9 4 Love-Philipp 823949

MAC 380313

There is one open question: What ould have happened when there are

still no authenti pakages for a serial number, although the MAC over all the

pakages is orret? We ould make a feature out of that, by �inventing� fake

serial numbers, and say �When there are no valid pakages for a serial number,

then just leave it out�.

6 Implementation

The weakness in Cha�ng and Winnowing, I found, is possible as soon as there

is a protool mehanism to reat on missing pakets. If you are developing

an implementation of Cha�ng and Winnowing, you should ask yourself the

question: How is the system reating, if there are missing pakets? If it�s just

ignoring the missing pakets, then there might be data missing, but you are

not diretly vulnerable to the attak. (But please think about the protool, the

�user� is �running�. What will the user do, when he reognizes that the message

is not omplete? Will he rerequest it?) If you just rerequest the missing pakets,

then you are vulnerable. And if you are rerequesting the pakets, but preventing

the attak, then you don�t miss anything, and the system is seure (against this

man-in-the-middle attak).
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7 Conlusion

Although there is a weakness in the onept of ha�ng and winnowing, it is

forseeable, and an be ompensated with a minimal e�ort. I personally hope

that there are no more weaknesses in Cha�ng and Winnowing.
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